
A recent article in the Economist highlighted that in developed parts of the world, companies appear to be gaining 

market (monopoly) power and that average mark-ups have risen significantly since 1980.  Discuss the most 

important economic reasons for this trend. 

A firm possesses market power (or monopoly power) when it is able to restrict output to elevate 

price (“mark-up”) and increase revenue. Such a strategy, where demand is price inelastic will 

result in abnormal profit, sometimes at a loss of efficiency and a reduction in welfare. This essay 

will consider three possible reasons for this trend: first, the possibility that the reason is lack of 

vigilance on the part of the competition authorities will be analysed. Next the argument that 

minimum efficient scale has been increasing and that there are benefits from more concentrated 

markets will be explored and finally the possibility that bounded rationality is at work. However, 

the true reasons are likely to be complex and perhaps difficult to establish with any certainty 

 

One possible reason for the growth in monopoly power is a lack of vigilance on the part of the 

competition authorities. Economic theory suggests that as markets become more concentrated 

and firms gain market power, they will use this power with generally detrimental outcomes. 

Since most developed countries possess competition authorities to guard against such an 

outcome, one possibility is that they are failing to act when necessary.  Assuming firms face the 

same cost structure whatever the market structure, 

the diagram contrasts the outcome between a 

perfectly competitive market and a pure monopoly, 

where one firm supplies the entire output of the 

industry. Both market structures are unrealistic but 

allow analysis to be undertaken. In perfect 

competition, market forces ensure an equilibrium at 

PQ. Consumer and producer surplus is maximised and 

in the long run, static efficiencies will be achieved. In 

contrast, a monopoly (a firm with considerable 

market power) will maximise profit where MR=MC at a lower level of output and a higher price. 

There is a welfare loss of A + B and static efficiencies are lost. This theoretical case provides a 

compelling case for limiting the market power of firms and does suggest the possibility of 

inaction on the part of the authorities.  

 

It may be, however, that the rising average mark-ups that suggest growing abnormal profit are 

being used to achieve dynamic efficiency. Dynamic efficiency occurs when there are 

improvements to static efficiencies over time. Such an outcome requires money to be spent on 

research and development and investment in order to achieve product and process innovation. 

Such conduct is more likely where a firm earns abnormal profit and can therefore finance such 

expenditure and absorb the risk, and where market power is such that resulting profit gains are 

less likely to be competed away by new entrants if the market is contestable. While this may 

represent a situation where the competition authorities have chosen not to act, another 

possibility is that the firm in question is a global monopoly and that a single country’s 

competition authority is ineffective e.g. Apple or Google. Although the recent breakdown in 

trade relations may limit the trend to some extent, the progress of globalisation (in part driven 

by TNCs) makes such an explanation more likely. All in all, it seems likely that one important 

economic reason for the gaining market power of companies in the developed world and rising 

average mark ups lies with the competition authorities, but it is less clear whether the cause is 

lack of vigilance, perceived lack of need to act or lack of effectiveness.  
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Another possible important economic reason is that increasing market power is thought to bring 

with it economic benefits, and so is ‘allowed’ to occur. This is especially likely where markets are 

concentrated because of significant economies of scale. Economies of scale arise when long run 

average total costs fall as the scale of output increases. Minimum efficient scale is the lowest 

level of output where long run average costs are minimised and if this occurs at a high level of 

output, larger firms will have a cost advantage over 

smaller firms and this will act as a barrier to entry 

leading to a concentrated market. Technological 

progress has meant some rapid changes to minimum 

efficient scale in some industries. In some (telecoms 

would be an example), MES has fallen but in others the 

opposite is the case (e.g. internet search engines). 

Where there are significant economies of scale, 

efficiency and welfare may be improved even when 

monopoly power is exploited and profit maximised. The diagram provides an analysis. The 

economies of scale experienced in the industry mean that large firms (represented by a 

monopoly here) will face a considerably lower cost structure than smaller firms (represented by 

perfect competition). The resulting level of output for the monopolist at Q1P1 is more beneficial 

than perfect competition at PQ. Recognition of such an outcome may be an important reason 

why the business has been allowed to grow, especially if the view has been taken that in addition 

abnormal profits will be used to improve dynamic efficiency.  

 

This is not the only reason, however, why firms obtain significant monopoly power. Another 

possibility is that they have been very successful in building strategic barriers to entry that are 

consolidating their market position and preventing other firms from entering the market and 

competing away abnormal profits. The recent fine of Google suggests behaviour of this type. 

Generally, through, the benefits in some cases from economies of scale are recognised and 

provide a further important reason for the increase in monopoly power. 

 

Finally, one further possible reason is the difficulty and complexity of analysing the position with 

some of the large businesses in question, which are likely to be big global brands, located in a 

number of different countries, paying tax under a number of different regimes and whose 

conduct and efficiency is actually very hard to judge. It is likely that the rationality of the 

competition authorities and commentators is likely to be bounded. The latter is important since 

in this case it is often public comment that drives policy change as in the case of Starbucks and 

Amazon and their tax payments. Authorities may respond as any “human” does and adopt 

heuristics. If companies are growing, it seems likely that inertia is at work, perhaps fuelled by an 

optimism bias or social norm if the competition authorities in other countries are failing to act. 

 

In conclusion, it seems likely that there are a number of important economic reasons that explain 

growing market power and increasing mark ups. Recognition of the benefits that can arise does 

seem to be of particular importance especially as technological change advances and increases 

indivisibilities and other economies such as networking and risk, but the difficulty of acting and 

even recognising the need to act once multinational companies are concerned is likely to be 

important too.  
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